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                               2021-66 Mel Mollineaux 27/04/2021 Wobbly & leaky kitchen tap.
Outside tap needs setting up for memorial garden (would like 
to pay with  fundraising money). Gary Blenkhorn said this can 
be done. Can he please be contacted to do this work?
There is a small hole in polished floor near foyer. (Could be a 
trip hazard for elderly).                                                      Lights in 
gym - two panels look like they are falling out (near south 
end). Tony Stent is on island if that is useful. Blinds in main 
hall - remote controls don't seem to work. Currently blinds 
have been disabled (unplugged from electronic device) so they 
could be manually opened  at Easter. Either the remote 
devices need looking at (Sammi knows some of the history of 
this) or set up for manual operation.

Lady Barron Hall 
and Holloway 
Park

08/06/2021 - Infrastructure Manager attended site and inspected all the issues. There are 
a number of issues that need to be addressed. This is very much a work in progress  Angela 
Harley
15/06/2021 - I have contacted the plumber and Industrial Fire and Electrical to attend Lady 
Barron Hall to quote for repairs.  Angela Harley
07/07/2021 - I have received a quote for the electrical repairs. I have not received a quote 
from the plumber as yet.  Angela Harley 
07/10/2021 - Electrical repairs have been included in a grant that is in progress.  Angela 
Harley

10/06/2021  I contacted the resident to discuss. Ongoing.  Angela Harley
07/10/2021 - Tried to contact the resident - could not get an answer.  Angela Harley

Closed

2020 - 73 Mel Mollineaux 26/05/2021 Need internal lights Whitemark 
Foreshore toilets

15/06/2021 - Movement sensing solar lights to be ordered.  Angela Harley
07/07/2021 - A quote has been received for these solar lights.  Angela Harley
These lights will  be fixed as part of a grant.  Angela Harley
07/10/2021 - Grant yet to be finalised.  Angela Harley

15/06/2021 - Left a message for resident to advise that these lights will be ordered 
and installed in the facilities. Angela Harley
09/07/2021 - I spoke to the resident who was pleased with the progress. The 
resident has been using these facilities to get changed after work and it is difficult 
without lighting. Angela Harley

Closed

2021 - 84 Mel Mollineaux 21/06/2021 The road side at the bridge on Coast Road where the sealing 
stops at the gravel is slipping away. 

Coast Road, Lady 
Barron

21/06/2021 - This repair work is scheduled for when weather and resources permit
21/06/2021 - This request has been added to a list of roads needing scheduled attention.  
Angela Harley
09/07/2021 - Infrastructure staff inspected this area. This will be a major project involving 
construction of a replacement wing wall. It will be monitored for any significant 
deterioration.  Angela Harley
09/05/2022 - This bridge was inspected. It is stable, and safe. AH

21/06/2021 - I sent an email to advise that due to the significant rains many roads 
on the island are in need of attention. I advised that I will talk to the Infrastructure 
staff and let them know.  Angela Harley

Closed

2022 - 5 Mel Mollineaux 7/01/2022 Opt - buildings & 
Facilities 

Chips in floorboards. Have covered with grey tape until it can 
be fixed.

FAEC 19/01/2022 - I spoke to maintenance staff who will inspect to see what can be done. 
Angela Harley
07/02/2022 - Maintenance staff need to do some remedial work on the structure of the 
floor. Angela Harley
06/04/2022 - Maintenance staff will do some more work on this floor later this week. 
Angela Harley
09/05/2022 - I have now engaged a builder to repair this floor. AH
07/07/2022 - I have spoken to the builder again and reminded him. Builder will attend site 
and reassess. This is not an easy fix. AH

10/02/2022 - Email sent to resident to advise that there is more work to do on the 
sub floor, should be completed in the next couple of weeks. Angela Harley
03/03/2022 - Email to resident to update on progress. Maintenance staff will 
attempt to repair sub floor next Friday and advise. If unable to repair, I will need to 
obtain quotes from a builder. Angela Harley
09/05/2022 - Sent an email to the resident to advise of progress. AH
07/07/2022 - Sent an email to the resident to advise of progress AH

Open

2022 - 21 Mel Mollineaux 9/03/2022 Opt -Roads Section reaching 768 Big River Road has become pot-holed. 768 Big River 
Road

22/03/2022 - This road has been put on the Rough Road Register. Angela Harley
05/04/2022 - This road has been discussed at the Weekly Infrastructure meeting. Drainage 
works will be carried out in the next fortnight. AH
09/05/2022 - Spoke to Works supervisor - potholing in 2 weeks approx. - staffing levels 
23/06/2022 - Spoke to Works Supervisor - Drainage work and grading now once the road 
dry's out. AH
07/07/2022 - This road has been identified as part of the Councils drainage 2022/2023 
Drainage Plan. Inspection and scope of works will be prepared in the next few weeks and 
quotations will be sought to undertake the work as soon as reasonable possible. AH

22/03/2022 - I spoke to resident to advise that this road has been placed on the 
Rough Road Register to be attended to  once staffing levels permit. Angela Harley
10/05/2022 - I spoke to this resident to advise that this potholing will be completed 
in 2 weeks. AH
23/06/2022 - I spoke to this resident to update. AH

Open
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2022 - 27 Karen 
Loughborough

22/03/2022 Opt - Roads Vison for road safety on Palana Road - scrub requires cutting 
back at John Coopers property through to Scenic Lookout Bay 
and corner past Julians Woods property.

Palana Road 22/03/2022 Infrastructure Manager has inspected. Waiting for vertical slasher contractor 
to be available to slash this area. Angela Harley
15/06/2022 - Infrastructure Manager has inspected. This work will be undertaken as soon 
resources are available. AH

04/04/2022 - I spoke to resident to advise this work will be completed as soon as 
contractor is available. Angela Harley
14/06/2022 - I received a reply back from the resident who stated that they were 
not happy,  and that the works crew needed to take a chainsaw and cut the 
vegetation AH

Open

2022-28 Warren Groves 28/03/2022 Opt 3 - Buildings & 
Facilities

Toilet not flushing properly Emita 28/03/2022 - I will contact a plumber to arrange to have a look at this. AH
28/03/2022 - I have contacted Gary Blenkhorn to attend.
06/04/2022 - I spoke to the plumber and he is having trouble sourcing parts and will advise 
as soon as he has an update. AH
07/07/2022 - I have spoken to the plumber again, is still trying to source parts. AH

06/04/2022 - I spoke to resident who advised that the toilet has not been fixed. Open

2022-37 Angela Harley 5/05/2022 Opt - buildings & 
Facilities 

Lady Barron Gyms - 2 lights outside door - auto for night time - 
are on 24 hours a day. Pls ring when resolved etc

Lady Barron Gym 09/05/2022 - I have asked a Council staff member to check if this light switch may have 
been left in the incorrect position. AH
09/05/2022 - I asked Council Maintenance staff to have a look. They could not find the 
fault. I spoke to electrical contractor, who will call in tomorrow to check it. Could be dirt on 
the sensor. AH
07/07/2022 - I spoke to the electrical contractor, he could not find fault with the light, and 
he drives past here most nights and has not seen this light on. AH

9/05/2022 - I confirmed the situation with the resident. 
14/06/2022 - I followed up with the resident. This light has not been fixed. I tried to 
contact the electrical contractor, have left a message for them to call me. AH
07/07/2022 - I left a message for the resident - this fault is not apparent at the 
moment, and for the resident to call back should this fault occur again. CLOSED AH

Closed

2022 - 40 Mel Mollineaux 17/05/2022 Opt - Parks & Gardens Directly in front of Cape Barren Goose installation there is a 
significant amount of boxthorn and mirror bush. Can it be 
removed and also the small amount of mirror bush on the 
edge of the jetty.

Esplanade Car 
Park where Cape 
Barren Goose is 
situated  & Jetty

18/05/2022 - I have passed this request on to the Infrastructure Manager who will liaise 
with the Weed Management Team. AH

07/07/2022 - This land does not fall under council jurisdiction, therefore I have 
directed this resident to Tasports for assistance with this request. CLOSED AH

Closed

2022 - 42 Mel Mollineaux 18/05/2022 Opt - Roads Gutters need cleaning. Whitemark 18/05/2022 - I spoke to the Works Supervisor, and this will  be attended to as time and 
staffing levels permit AH
20/05/2022 - Gutters have been cleaned. CLOSED AH

18/05/2022 - I attempted to phone resident to advise, but I could not get through 
and was unable to leave a message. AH

Closed

2022 -43 Zeer Parry 19/05/2022 Opt- Roads The very last section of the Vinegar Hill Lookout rd. at the top 
of the hill has a very large pool of water blocking the road so 
that tourists cannot cross it with their vehicles to get to the 
Lookout proper.

Last section of 
road at the look 
out end.

20/05/2022 - This road is not council road. AH 07/07/2022 - I sent an email to the resident advising that this road does not fall 
under council jurisdiction, therefore we have no authority to conduct any 
maintenance works on this road. AH

Closed

2022 - 45 Mel Mollineaux 23/05/2022 Opt - Roads Placement of new guideposts on Killiecrankie Road make it not 
possible to pass another car without damage. Posts at parking 
area near toilets leave little room for parking. Posts opposite 
our driveway, (525 Killiecrankie Road) will be in the way of the 
fuel truck when it comes to deliver fuel. Hoping some can be 
removed to make road safer.

Killiecrankie Road 23/05/2022 - I spoke to the resident. This has been passed on to the Infrastructure 
Manager, who will inspect and advise the resident. AH
25/05/2022 - Manager met with resident on site and it was agreed that some of the 
guideposts would be removed. AH
Work will be scheduled as appropriate

07/07/2022 - Email sent to resident. AH Open

2022 - 49 Mel Mollineaux 30/05/2022 Opt - Roads Lots of potholes. Having to drive on wrong side of road a lot to 
avoid them. Potholes leading up to and after bridge. Large 
potholes coming off bitumen onto gravel.

Reedy Lagoon 
Road, Lady Barron

08/06/2022 - I spoke to the Works Supervisor - this work will be completed within a week. 
AH
10/06/2022 - Work completed CLOSED AH

Closed

2022 - 51 Karen 
Loughborough

6/06/2022 Opt - Roads Vegetation at RHS of West End Bridge (before Pine Scrub) 
requires cutting back - obstructing vision/line of sight

West End Rd 2nd 
bridge

06/06/2022 - I am advised that the contractor that has the vertical slasher is out of action 
due to break downs. This work will be completed when the contractor is up and running 
again. AH

14/06/2022- I sent a text to the resident to explain. AH Open
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2022 - 52 Karen 
Loughborough

6/06/2022 Opt - Roads Blocked road culvert flooding his property. Has tried to clear 
himself. Managed to get it to trickle but not cleared.  Rang 
Ralph Posche 

20m nth of 
Badger Cnr 
Intersection

7/07/2022 - Completed - CLOSED Closed

2022 - 53 Karen 
Loughborough

6/06/2022 Opt - Roads Blocked road culvert and fallen tree. Rang Ralph Posche Willinippi Rd 
2.5km in 

07/07/2022 - Completed - CLOSED Open

2022 - 55 Mel Mollineaux 15/06/2022 Opt - Roads Lots of pot holes. Very rough to drive on. Lees Road Open

2022 - 56 Mel Mollineaux 22/06/2022 Opt - Roads Insufficient pedestrian crossing on Main Street, Lady Barron. 
With it being wet, drain along edge of road is like a stream 
making it hard for families to cross to walk children to bus stop 
at FIAAI. They are also crossing two lots of roads on a 
dangerous section.  Could a bridge of sorts be made to take 
prams across closer to the hall.

Main Street, Lady 
Barron

23/06/2022 - I discussed this request with the Infrastructure Manager, and have sent an 
email to resident to arrange a suitable time. AH
01/07/2022 - Manager met with resident - This is not responsibility of Council. CLOSED AH

Closed

2022 - 57 Mel Mollineaux 28/06/2022 Opt - Roads Two dangerous trees need looking at. One is before little 
bridge. And the other is over it. One has a limb that's dangling 
by a piece of bark that can't be reached to trim. 

Boat Harbour 
Road

07/07/2022 - Spoke to Infrastructure Manager who will assess and prioritise. AH 07/07/2022 - I spoke to the resident to advise that works will be programmed as 
resources become available. AH

Open

2022 - 58 Mel Mollineaux 29/06/2022 Opt - Roads Road is full of large potholes. Potholes cannot be avoided 
without crossing to the wrong side of the road, which in itself 
is dangerous. Trousers Point Pty Ltd has recently had to 
replace a windscreen and front struts in one of our vehicles at 
a cost of $1500. This damage occurred due to hitting deep pot 
holes. Also the corrugation makes it hard to stay on the road 
safety.

Trousers Point 
Road

07/07/2022 - Grading of this road has commenced. Will be completed once contractor 
returns in 2 weeks. This request can now be CLOSED AH

Closed
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